Automotive Careers

Info Session

Fri., March 4, 2016 - 10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Willmar Campus, Student Center
Park in Visitor Lot A West

Explore and experience both Auto Body and Auto Tech in one fun day!
- Hands-on experiences
- Lunch on us
- Meet faculty
- Admissions steps
- Financial aid info
- Scholarship opportunities

Auto Technology Activities

- ADJUST vehicle alignment and operate computerized alignment center
- DISASSEMBLE engine using cordless impact
- DIAGNOSE computer-controlled engine using latest diagnostic equipment
- OBSERVE the inside of a running engine with a glass cylinder
- OPERATE a vehicle’s computer-controlled system with a wireless laptop
- TEST a vehicle with a Dyno while driving 60 mph without moving

Auto Body Repair Activities

- BUFF using wet sand and POLISH to show car quality
- SPRAY PAINT using waterborne color or solvent and a clear coat to a factory finish
- LEARN how vehicles are measured and pulled back to factory specifications
- REMOVE dents from metal and aluminium vehicle parts
- WELD using 1-4, MIG, TIG, and aluminium welders
- OBSERVE an air bag deploy and learn what causes it to go off
- SEE the new 2015 Aluminium F-150 and the impact on the collision repair industry

These are programs that often have waiting lists for students to get in, so explore and apply early!

Register Today!

320-222-5971 or 800-722-1151 ext. 5971